A ring R is called a "ring of sections" provided R is the section ring of a sheaf (J/, X) of commutative rings defined over a base space X which is a finite partially ordered set given the order topology. Regard X as a finite abstract complex, where a chain in X corresponds to a simplex. In specific instances of (s/ ,X), certain algebraic invariants of R are equivalent to certain topological invariants of X.
α(Σ) is defined in the paper of Munkres [13] . It will be proven (Theorem 4.8) that a = α(Σ) measures the dimension of the skeleton Σ α maximal with respect to the property of being CM(F), i.e. Σ a is CM(F) and if j > a then Σ* is not CM(F). Theorem 4.8 was a consequence of looking carefully at the work of Munkres, knowing the result to be true in the special case where Σ is pure, i.e. where all maximal simplices have a fixed dimension.
Fix a field F and a complex Σ. Munkres proves the algebraic invariant α(Σ) is a topological invariant (Thm. 3.1, p. 116 [13] ). It then follows from the last paragraph that the dimension α(Σ) of a maximal CM(F) skeleton is a topological invariant. Proof. The proof is by induction on n with trivial base step. So let 1 < k < n and for the inductive step assume K = Π( α /U < * < ^}? is principal with generator Πί^/U ^ ' ^ ^} Now consider Λf n (flfc+i). If L = (Πl^/I 1 < i < k + I}), obviously L c Kn (a k+ι ). It suffices to show the reverse containment. So let b = Π{ fl /U -' ^ ^}> ancĉ onsider (1) r = ab = ca k+x ,r G K n (α^+i) and a,c e R. Then r G (αi). As (#i) is prime and there are no inclusion relations amongst the (ai),c G (a\). So r = c'tfi^+i, some c' G R. Arguing similarly, r G (^2), so d G (^2) and so r = c"a2a\a k+u some c" G i?. Continuing this argument inductively it is seen that r G L. This finishes the inductive step and the proof.
Letting X be a poset, it is possible to provide X with a consistent enumeration which is a one-to-one monotone mapping X -• {1,...,Λ}, A2 being the number of elements in X. Then every statement using x G X as a parameter can be proven by induction using this enumeration. This method of proof is referred to as "induction on x" or "induction with respect to X".
Let X be a poset. Define X as lower-ranked provided that for each x G X then every maximal chain ending at x,y\ < < j^ = x, has the same length. Note that in a lower-ranked poset X it is possible to define a rank function rk: X -> yf where rk( c) = « provided # is the length of any maximal chain of the above kind ending at x.
Let n be a positive integer and define a poset X to be ranked of rank n if the length of any two maximal chains is n. It is easy to see that a ranked poset is lower ranked so as a consequence, each ranked poset carries with it a rank function. Note also that a poset can be lower ranked but not ranked.
Let X be a poset and let x,y G X. They y covers x provided y > x and there does not exist z G X with y > z > x.
Let ( stf,X) be given, s/ a sheaf of integral domains, X a lower ranked poset. (sf,X) is said to satisfy the height 1 kernel condition provided ht(Ker/? yx ) = 1 whenever x,y e X with y covering x.
From now on, whenever (s/ 9 X) is a sheaf of rings over the poset X it will generally be assumed that all stalk rings A x are Noetherian. (Recall that it is also understood that all stalk rings are integral domains.) It is a simple fact that as a consequence R = Γ(J/) is Noetherian (see Sec. 2.1, Exer. 9 [9] ). In fact it can safely be assumed from now on that every ring is Noetherian unless otherwise specified. LEMMA Proof. First prove (b) implies (a). Assume \ΛP X = τk(x) -1 each x e X. Let x,y e X with y covering x. Now ht P y /P x + ht P x < h\P y . But by (b), (1) htP y /P x < 1. As si is sharp, P y /P x φ 0. By (1), (2) ht P y /P x = 1. Given the sequence (/ the usual isomorphism and
one has the isomorphism of rings R/P x = ,4* where /y//* corresponds to Ker p yx . As this correspondence preserves height, (2) implies htKcτp yx = 1. This proves (a). Now let R be catenary and assume (a). The proof is by induction on x. For the base step assume rk(x) = 1, i.e. x is an atom of X. By a basic result (Prop. 1.4 [21] ), htP x = 0 = τk(x) -1.
For the inductive step assume htP z = rk(z) -1 all z with rk(z) < rk( c) and let y cover x. It suffices to show htP y = τk(y) -1 = rk(x). As i? is catenary, ht P y /P x + htP x = htP y . By (a) and the inductive step derive 1 + rk( c) -1 = τk(x) = htP y . The argument is complete.
Let {sf,X) be a given sheaf pair with X a ranked poset of rank n. Let (ri,...,r rt _i) denote a sequence of length n -1 within the section ring R = Γ(J/). This sequence is said to be ranked if for each /, 1 < / < n -1, n(x) φ 0 for all x with rk(x) < / and r/(x) = 0 for all x with rk(x) > /.
Let R be a ring. In the following, for / an ideal of i?, Rad(/) is the usual nil-radical of /. PROPOSITION Define r x G R by the projections r\(z) = 0,rk(z) > 1, and r x (z) as above if rk(z) = 1. Note r x is a non-zero divisor of R and (r x ) is a ranked sequence.
For the induction step assume n > k > 1 and that (r 1? ..., r k _ x ) is a ranked sequence. The goal is to define r k e R. Fix z of rank k. Define r k {z) Φ 0 as in the base step as the generator of the ideal {\{¥Jtx p wz \w covers z}. Now let X(k -1) = X -{x e X\τk(x) < k -1}. Define r' k G T{s*\X{k-1)) by r k (z) for rk(z) = fc and ^(z) = 0 for rk(z) > k. Because sf is flasque and X(k -1) is an open subset of X 9 r(k) G R can be defined as any preimage of r' k via the restriction epimorphism R -> Γ(sf\X(k -1)). This completes the proof of (a).
For the proof of (b) it is clear that P(k) 2 ReLd(r u ... 9 r k _ x ) for each k,2 < k < n. What remains to be proven is that
The proof is by induction. For the base step let k = 2. Let s G P (2) .
The element r e{l\A x \x e X}, defined by r(z) = ί(z)ί(z)ri(z),rk(z) = 1, and r(z) = 0 5 rk(z) > 1, is contained in R. So s 1 G (r\). This shows P(2)CRad(rO.
For the induction step let k > 2 and assume the proposition that P(j) c Rad(r 1? ..., r/_i) all j < k. Take s G P(fc). For all w of rank /: -l 9 s(w) = r k _ι(w)t(w), t(w) eA w . Now Define the element r 1 e T{sf\X{k -2)) by r'{z) = r k _ x {z)t 2 {z) for z of rank k -1 and r'(z) = 0 for rk(z) > k -1. As before use the epimorphism R -• Γ(J/ |X(A:-2)) to produce a preimage r for r', r G iϊ.
Consider s 2 -r k _ x r = q G P(/c -1). By the inductive assumption q G Rad(ri,...,Γfc_2) so there exists an integer m such that q m G (^,...,^-2). Sθ5 2m G (ri,...,^!), and sGRad(r!,...,r^). This shows P(k) C Rad(ri,..., r k _ x ). The proof of (b) is done by induction.
Recall a definition from commutative algebra. (For instance see [12] .) Let R be a ring and (r\ 9 ...,r m ) be a sequence in R. This sequence is regular provided (i) for each integer /, 1 < / < m, r, is a nonzero divisor in the i?-module R/(r\,..., r/_i) and (ii) (r 1? ..., r m ) Φ R. This sequence is a height sequence provided ht(ri,..., r, ) = / for each i,l < i < k. For R a Noetherian ring, every regular sequence is a height sequence (see the proof of Lemma 1.7). Proof. By Theorem 1.5 (r u ..., r n _{) is a height sequence, so it suffices to prove the following general lemma, which is proven in the graded case by Smoke [18] . Proof. Assume (r\,..., r w _j) is regular. We prove that (r { ,..., r k ) is a height sequence each k, 1 < k < n -1. The proof is by induction. For k = 1, (r\) is regular so (η) is not contained in any height zero prime ideal of R. So ht(ri) = 1 by the Principal Ideal Theorem (see P. 104 [9] ).
For the inductive step suppose ht(r 1? ..., r k ) = k, some k, 1 < k < n -2, and prove ht(r 1? ... ? r^+ 1 ) = fc + 1. By assumption r k+x is not a zero divisor in R/(rι,. ..,r k ). So r^+ 1 is in no minimal overprime of (r\,..., r k ). Using the Generalized Principal Ideal Theorem, ht(ri,...,r k+x ) = k + 1. This finishes the induction. Note this part of the proof did not require R to be CM.
For the remainder, let (ri,...,r Λ _i) be a height sequence. Prove
For the base step consider (r\). As ht(ri) = l,rj is not contained in any height zero prime. By [12] (Theorem 32) the associated primes of 0 are exactly the height zero primes. Thus r x is not in an associated prime of 0, and is regular. For the inductive step let 1 < k < n -2 and assume ( r \9"-» r k) i s regular. To prove: (^i,...,^+ 1 ) is regular. r k+{ can be in no associated prime of (r 1? ..., r k ) since by the above result of [12] , each associated prime of (η,..., r k ) has height k. So r k + x is non-zero divisor of R/{r\,..., r k ) and (r x ,..., r k + x ) is regular. The induction is done. DEFINITION 1.8. Let (J/\X) be a pair with si a sheaf of integral domains on X a poset. Call (J/\X) a basic pair if X is a ranked poset, si a sharp flasque sheaf of Noetherian UFD's on X such that ht P x = τk(x) -1 for each x e X. Given (J/, X) a basic pair call Γ(J/), the section ring arising from (si\X) the section ring of a basic pair. (ρ x (r\) 9 ... 9 Pχ( r n-i)) is a height sequence by Theorem 1.5. By Lemma 1.7 and the assumption of T(sf\X x ) = A x being CM, (p x (r\) 9 ...,p x (r n _χ)) is Γ(sf\X x )-regular: but whereas p x (rj) = r z (x) under the isomorphism T{sf\x x ) -• ^ίjc, then conclude (*) that (^(x),...,^.!^)) is regular for each x of rank 1. To finish the proof, as before regard P(2) = @{A x \rk(x) = 1} with the given action of R. It is clear by (*) that <ri,...,r Λ -.i> is P(2)-regular.
Making depth statements for section rings T(si) of a basic pair.

DEAN E. SMITH
Let R be a ring, TV be an i?-module and / be an ideal of R. Denote by depth/iV (see [12] ) the length of the longest Λ^-regular sequence of elements taken from /. THEOREM 2.2. Let {sf 9 X) be a basic pair with rankX = n, and suppose A x is CM for each x of rank 1. Furthermore suppose X has a unique maximal element m with rk(m) = n > 1, and let the Krull dimension ofR(dimR) be n-
Proof. Note by the definition of basic that htM = n -I = dimi?. It follows that M is a maximal ideal of R. (Note also that in Case (a), depth^i? is as big as it can be, i.e. in general for an ideal / of a ring R depth/R < ht/. As a result the localization R M is CM. See the proof of Theorem 3.6.)
Consider first Case (a). There is a short exact sequence of Rmodules
where R acts on R/P(2) by r(s + P{2)) = rs + P(2) for all r,s e R.
(1) induces the long exact sequence in the usual derived functor
By the last proposition and [12] (Theorem 28), in Case (a) Ext i (R/M,R/P(2)) = 0 all i < n -1, and by assumption and [12] again, Ext 1 (R/M,R) = 0 all / < n -1. Consider the following exact sequences extracted from (2) for 3 < j <n:
One must conclude
for all j with 3 < j < n. By [12] (Theorem 28), depth M i?/P(2) > n -2. To prove the result in Case (a) it suffices to prove the reverse inequality.
Looking at the ideal P(2) of i?,htP(2) = 1 whereas P(2) could not be contained in a height 0 prime ideal as these are of the form
Now assume by the way of contradiction that depth M R/P(2) > n -2. Then there is an jR// > (2)-regular sequence (s\ 9 
, where 5 -• J, is given by the natural homomorphism, then (s\,... ,s Λ _i) is an i?/P(2)-regular sequence in the maximal ideal M/P(2) of the ring R/P (2) . By Lemma 1.7, ht(5i,...,J Λ _i) = Λ -1. Thus dimi?/P(2) > π -1. This contradicts (5) and concludes the proof in Case (a).
In case (b) let β = depth M i?. By assumption β < n -1. Consider the exact sequence:
One sees that for all j < β y Here are some definitions and easy observations which will allow the statement of the main results of this section.
Let X be any poset. For x,y e X, {x,y} is bounded provided there exists w G X with x < w and y < w. X is a prelattice provided whenever x,y e X and {x,y} is bounded, then {x,y} has a least upper bound z, i.e. z is an upper bound for {x,y} and if w is an upper bound for {x,y}, then z < w. It follows easily that for X a prelattice, {x,y} has at most one least upper bound. Note that the poset X(Σ) is a prelattice with σ v τ = σ Π τ, σ v τ the least upper bound of {x,y}. ..., r# +1 ) can be chosen so that there is correspondence via φ to a homogeneous sequence of SR(/% Σ) with the property that for each j and for each σ e Σ, r/(σ) is a homogeneous polynomial in Given any complex Σ, X(Σ), and the sheaf of polynomial rings stf on X(Σ) described above, Lemma 3.2 states that (s/,X) satisfies the height 1 kernel condition. Note also that Γ(sf) = SR(F,£) is catenary (see Thm. 33, p. Ill, [12] ). If it is assumed Σ is pure, then as X(Σ) is ranked, Lemma 1.3 yields the result that htP σ = rk(σ) -1 for each σeΣ.
It is now possible to catalogue the above information. In short, the proposition yields a basic pair (s/ 9 X). The theory developed in the last two sections can be applied in the context of Stanley-Reisner rings of pure complexes.
First here is a condition that insures purity in a complex. Define for a complex Σ(0 e Σ) and σ e Σ,link(σ,Σ) = {TG Σ|τ U σ e Σ and PROPOSITION 
Let Σbea complex with the property that link(σ, Σ)
is connected for each σ e Σ for which dimlink(σ,Σ) > 0. Then Σ is pure. 9 F) = 0 for all / < dimlink(σ,Σ). Given Σ which is CM(JF),Σ satisfies the hypothesis of the above proposition. Therefore any CM(F) complex is pure.
Let Σ be a complex and
Here is a simple Lemma. 
4.
A topological invariant for finite complexes. Given a complex Σ |Σ| will denote the realization of Σ (for details see [14] ). Given a property P of abstract simplicial complexes (e.g. dimension), P is a topological invariant means if Σ and Σ' are abstract simplicial complexes and |Σ| is homeomorphic with |Σ'| and furthermore Σ has P, then Σ' has P.
The following property of finite complexes is the main subject of this section. Fix F a field, Σ a complex of dimension N y and let d be an integer 0
is a maximal CM(F) skeleton. In this section it will algebraically be proven that P (F,d>Σ) PeSpec(SR(F,Σ)),
In particular for M f any maximal ideal ofSR(F, Σ) 9 ht M 1 = N + 1.
Proof. Let P be any minimal prime ideal ofΓ(sf) = SR(7%Σ) where s/ is the sheaf of polynomial rings over the poset of simplices X of Σ as in Proposition 3.1. By a basic result (see Prop. 1.4 [21] ) P = P σ for some minimal σ, i.e. σ is maximal in Σ. There exists a chain a = o\ < θ2 < < ON+2 = 0 in X, so the strictly ascending chain of prime ideals P = P σ c P σ2 c c P ffN+ι c P& is of length Λ^ + 2. Thus dim R/P > N + 1 = dimiϊ. As the reverse inequality is automatic it is established that dim R/P = N + 1 for each minimal />eSpec(SR(F,Σ)).
As a consequence of the Noether Normalization Theorem (Cor. 3.6, p. 53 [10] ), dimSR(i%Σ) = htP + dimSR(F,Σ)/P for each P e Spec(SR (F,Σ) ). Putting together the two ends of the string of inequalities, the proof is complete. 
Take τ e link(σ, Σ)^0 1 " 1 σ~ι . Then dim τ < / -dim σ -1, σ U τ e Σ, andσΠτ = 0. Sodim(τUcr)-l = dimτ-hdimσ < /-I andτUσ e Σ z . Thus τ€link(σ,Σ').
Proof of Theorem 4.8. Let Σ be a complex, X = |Σ| and singular cohomology groups H'(X) be defined with coefficients in F. By [13] Let (r\,...,r n -ι) be the usual ranked height sequence of R = T{sf) and consider the subsequence (ri,r 2 ). In case {r\,r 2 ) is not regular one can ask whether one can find an obstruction in X = X(Σ) preventing regularity. Theorem 5.2 below will answer this question. Now ask in case n > 3 whether, given (r 1? r 2 ) is regular, an obstruction in X preventing (r\ 9 r 2 , r 3 ) from being regular can be found. This question seems difficult to answer.
First a general lemma:
LEMMA 5.1. Let X be a rankedposet with rank X > 2 9 sf be a sheaf of rings on X. Suppose Proof of Claim. First suppose rk(j/) = 2. Then P y is a minimal overprime of P(2) as in the proof of Theorem 1.5. But by Proposition 1.4, P(2) = Rad(ri). It follows that P y is a minimal over-prime of (ri). But such ideals are in Ass R R. Thus the left hand side contains the right hand side.
Next argue by contradiction and suppose P e ASSRR but P φP y for each y of rank 2. By minimality of P y in Ass^ΐί, for all y of rank 2, P £ P y . Supposing P C \J{P y \rk{y) = 2}, then by a basic fact, P C P y for some y of rank 2. This contradiction establishes the existence of an s G P -\J{P y \rk(y) = 2}. Say P = Ann(r + (r { )) 9 for some r e R. Then sr G (r { ) so (l)5r = cr 1? some c e R. By (1) for each y of rank 2, sΌ>)r(;y) = 0. Thus r(y) = 0 all y of rank 2 (by choice of s). So r G P(2) and thus for each x of rank 1, r(x) = b'{x)rχ{x) where
